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When I began to decolonize my thinking, there were a lot of weird ideas to undo. One form of not knowing is not feeling welcome to recognize oneself or the knowledge one embodies, 1 not knowing how to move from extinction to thriving Anishinaa beg being. This sense of displacement is a violent consequence of colonialism, which tells stories as completed, foreclosing disputa tions of its amnesiac monologue. My current work is to relearn and remember who I am and where I am from, with performance as my companion. As I undo an embodied history of forgetting, I continually learn what it is to remember through Indigenous per formance research paradigms in which knowledge moves, trans forms, and surprises me.
Performance research methodologies, if they are courage ous, offer a place to explore questions without having to produce answers, to revel in and document process. Admitting that one does not know can be a strategy for resisting paradigms of exper tise, which are so often part of the dismissive cultures of colonial, capitalist patriarchy, academic institutions included. 
Methodology is eating strawberries on John A. Macdonald's lawn
In Anishinaabeg creation stories, people are often the last to arrive in a world populated with plants and animals who teach us about how to survive and how to live in a good way. We begin as ama teurs. As part of the Canadian Association for Theatre Research conference in Toronto in 2017, participants went on a First Story Walk with Jill Carter and Jon Johnson. We began by reminding ourselves of our first relationships. We wound from the lower to the upper level of the University of Toronto's First Nations House, where artists Maria Hupfield and the 7th Generation Image Mak ers had painted a mural that allowed us to begin in the water with fish, and end in the air with birds, looking out on a rendering of the city in which the CN Tower was a tiny painted signifier in a broader story of Indigenous being in the world. During the walk, Jon and Jill pointed out buried tributaries and waterways, told stories about fishing weirs and meeting places. The stories began to create fault lines in the smoothed-over regularity of city space and in our assumptions that we understand where we are in place. We learned the histories of buildings around the University of Toronto's campus, including John A. Macdonald's former resi dence, from which he penned the genocidal policies that sent Indigenous children to residential schools. At John A.'s house, we swept past the commemorative plaque to the backyard, where we nestled into a circle surrounded by trees. We took time to intro duce ourselves. Saying who we were, after walking through stories, amidst new understandings of place and history, was "situational and relational" (Carter et al. 207) . Telling one another who we were was an opportunity to recalibrate what this meant; we all seemed to say, "We are just beginning to know."
Noting that her relationship to the storied land upon which U of T's campus sits is bittersweet, Jill gave us strawberries. While I squished sweet strawberry juice in my mouth, I listened to Jill tell the Anishinaabeg story about sparring brothers and the creation of the heart-berry out of forgiveness and as medicine for deep loss. When I bite into a strawberry, it is a good homecoming for me. It is biting into forgiveness. It is tasting generosity. And now when I eat strawberries, I think of being reintroduced to Petun, Wendat, Seneca, and Michi Saagig territory when I was offered medicine on John A. Macdonald's lawn.
Methodology is visiting old relatives even if we are afraid of using the telephone VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Notes on Feminist Indigenous Performance Methodology following our laughter, was much better: "I'm Puss's granddaugh ter. Can I come for a visit?" A minute later, I had his address and directions, plus two punchlines. In the Nanabush story about maple syrup, when Nanabush finds the gdigaa bzhiw people on their backs drinking syrup straight from the tree, too involved in guzzling to take care of each other or their responsibilities, he tries to get their attention by yelling, singing, and dancing, but they just won't snap out of it. He thinks that if he had visited sooner, maybe they wouldn't be in such a mess. Everything works out in the end, and everyone sits down at a fire together, boiling syrup, but it was hard work getting there. Leanne Simpson's retelling of this story begins, "In the old days, it was important to take care. It was important to nurture and love with all your heart. . . . Why did we stop visiting?" (74).
Uncle Alvin met me in his veteran-housing apartment's foyer. We were both nervous. I tried some jokes out, which he told me were bad and from Reader's Digest, which was true. He told me how to find sweetgrass, and he showed me his inventions, includ ing a device for adjusting the angle of the golf umbrella attached to his scooter. He made me cabbage and corned beef boil-up on a hot plate. I gave him a drawing of an otter I made when my son turned 1.
He told me stories about himself, my nan, and my grandpa from when they were kids. That he couldn't wait to leave Bisset's Creek, which flew in the face of my Ottawa River homesickness. I asked him about the story where my great grandpa whittled a wooden leg to hike out from his trapline, and he replied, "You didn't believe that?" Again, I felt the family archive show its cur rents of uncertainty. His mannerisms were like my nan's. We part ed, feeling, as he said, "seven feet tall."
My pesky research questions didn't come up at all. Some of the work I am doing is getting to know relatives. Methodology can be corned beef boil-up. Getting to know.
Methodology is hot-gluing beads onto nan's broken necklace I am a slow beader. Quicker and less dignified than beading is hotgluing. My nan had an abalone heart necklace that lost its stones over the years. When she passed away, I kept it, wearing it until its channels were empty. A few months ago, I hot-glued some seed beads into the gaps, turning the hearts into strawberries. The glue seeps out in places. The beads don't sit evenly. This reminds me of preserving the gaps in the family and 'official' archives, of ac knowledging the mess of not being able to know and letting that be part of the story. It reminds me of the importance of doing work that doesn't make us look smart or cool, that depends on the removal of our expertise. It reminds me to show the cracks in my own processes of discovery and to make my way through difficult questions in relationship with my ancestors and those to come. Researching within and against a dominant settler culture requires that I stay close to grandmother materials and try everything.
Ethical scholarship depends on my being able to articulate who I am honestly in relationship to my home territory, and yet the materials I research, in an academic context where making sense is an essential practice, are utterly contingent, convoluted by a historicity of systemic erasure, and by their being connected to precarious family memories and relations. Documents I research are propagandist, richly historied, and often intentionally forgetful. The performances I study are tricky to parse. Everyone has a differ ent side of the story, and my own place in it is precarious. Coloni zation's official demarcations of place have effaced many details of being Anishinaabe in relationship with the lands, waters, ancestors, and creatures of the Kiji Sibi. Anishinaabemowin place names have been rubbed out of public memory. Even in this moment of socalled reconciliation, Ottawa wants to rename a nature area after John A. Macdonald. Getting to know the lands and waters of my home territory is mediated by corporate interests and government bodies who have consistently operated outside of their treaty com mitments and in favour of resource extraction and capital gain.
In a research context where I am picking through sediments of colonial chaos to pick up my bundle, pieces of wisdom held like seeds by my ancestors and essential to my self-understanding as a mixed-ancestry Anishinaabe-kwe, my scholarship must turn to questions of what it means to research at the juncture of these tellingly unstable archives.
Methodology is leaving the first leek
Sometimes, in research, we have to wait. I have learned to harvest plants by asking consent, making an offering, and never taking the first of anything I see. Wisakejack can back me up on this. Yvette Nolan's old women in The Unplugging know. Once in a while, in the early spring, you can pass a leafy hillside, and it's leeks for miles. Pesto for dinner and oniony omelettes in the morning. There are enough for taking. Other times, even if you are a Po tawatomi botanist obsessed with the reciprocal relationships be tween people and plant relatives, like Robin Wall-Kimmerer, the leeks you find may be papery thin at their roots and, despite your gratitude and your need, the leeks may ask you to wait .
Sometimes, scholars are pressured to become quick extractors, operating, in Robinson's phrase, as starving people or xwelítem (Carter et al. 210) , in a hurry to ingest, integrate, and expel know ledge. If we decide that we are responsible for creating research relationships based on consent and mutual respect, recognizing that our needs are not foremost, we might encounter obstacles to taking. Building relationships, like beading rather than hotgluing, can be slow work. Waiting to be invited is hard. And some 
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Author's first beadwork, an attempt at an abstract birch. Photo by Jenn Cole relationships may throw our research into stasis or interminable flux. That, despite academic pressures for outputs that defy time constraints, is a good thing. Sometimes, there are leeks for miles. Sustainable scholarship means taking time to notice the difference and knowing that sometimes waiting is the work.
Methodology is . . . I leave this space for others, for other teachings, knowledges and not-knowings, and for other amateur hunches.
Note 1 I think of Lynn Gehl's teachings on debwewin, or 'heart knowledge, ' as she shares them in her book Claiming Anishinaabe and via Muskrat Magazine online, accessible at youtube.com/watch?v=y1Iz_9cb-7M &t=2s. In Gehl's discussion of debwewin, we can learn things through the intellect that we already knew deeply in our hearts, so that coming to understanding can be like a return to knowledge with added layers of truth.
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